
Workshop Supply List 
Still Life 3/28/2020 & 3/29/2020 
 
Palette  
You will need something to mix paint on. Any surface will do but I like to paint on glass, stay-wet 
pallets, or freezer paper. In college I used a glass picture pane with taped edges (for safety 
reasons) and GLAD press n seal to keep the paint from drying out. Again anything will do but if 
you're looking to invest in your practice a state-wet palette and palette paper is a great option.  
 
Canvas 
You need something to paint on. Again anything will work and I want to respect your budget and 
what you’re comfortable painting on. Primed wood panels (I use the Da Vinci brand panels 
primed with gesso or paint), canvas paper, primed masonite, pre-stretched pre-primed canvas 
are all good options.  
 
Bring at least two canvases of your choice no smaller than 9x12 inch no larger than 
24x30. 
 
Paints 
The bare minimum- Acrylic paints, I strongly encourage you to buy the higher end paints they 
will make your life so much easier. I prefer Golden and Liquitex heavy body acrylic paints. If you 
know you tend to paint very slow you may want to look into the Golden Open series acrylic 
paints.  
 

● titanium white 
● cadmium yellow light 
● yellow ochre or Naples yellow 
● cadmium red 
● quinacridone magenta  
● ultramarine blue 
● pthalo blue (green shade) 

 
Optional but highly suggested 
 

● pthalo green 
● dioxazine purple 
● alizarin crimson 
● hoockers green/ Jenkins green 
● burnt/raw umber 

 
However… no black paint! Lol none! 



 
 
 
Brushes 
Bring at least five brushes. The more the merrier and the bigger the better. My favorite shapes 
are brights and flats and my preferred bristle are smooth synthetic brushes meant for acrylic 
paints. Michael’s series two and three acrylic long handled brushes are some of my favorites. 
Size four should be your smallest (you don’t need one that small though) size 8, 12, and up and 
at least one jumbo brush. This can be a two or three inch house painting brush or my favorite a 
Creative Mark mural flat brush in a size 40.  
 
Medium 
I find having an acrylic flow improver is very helpful in combating the fast dry time of acrylic 
paint. I suggest bring at least a small bottle of flow improver to class. The Golden brand Liquid 
Retarder and the Liquitex brand Slow Dry Liquid Retarder. 
 
Cans/Jars 
You will need at least one can for clan brushes, dirty brushes, and water. 
 
Palette scraper/knife 
If you are using a glass or wood palette you will need one for cleanup. 
 
Rag/cloth/paper towel 
I use old rags and old t-shirts to dry brushes and for general cleanup. 
 
Brush cleaner/dishwashing liquid 
 
Sketchbook and pencil  
 
Smart phone, iPhone, iPad, and/or laptop. 
We will be taking photos and painting from these photos on our phones. Things to note, make 
sure you bring a charger with you as you will be using up a lot of the phones battery using it for 
reference. Also, if you feel like your phone screen is too small to work from feel free to bring a 
larger screen with you. 
 
 
Please pick up these items prior to the workshop 


